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Part of Italian lighting company Nexo Luce, Oxen is a high-end 
decorative lighting brand that balances contemporary aesthetics 
and innovative solutions. Inspired by the Bauhaus school of designs, 
Oxen integrates art and design through the simplicity of lines and 
shapes, using slender frames with glass and metal combinations. 
The 2019 collection that will be officially launched during 
Salone Del Mobile in Milan this year, draws inspiration from clean 
geometrical forms and focuses not only on the aesthetics of the 
products, but also on the artistic lighting effect they produce 
onto the surrounding surfaces. Colour schemes of copper, satin 
champagne, polished nickel are nothing new to the brand, however 
the ambition was to express the colour palette in beautiful textures 
with a touch of elegance, minimalism and eclecticism - enabling the 
collection to easily integrate with various hospitality and residential 
interiors. Oxen’s Centro Stile opted for polished and satin finishes 
with bicolour combinations such as black/champagne, white/gold, 
rose/copper and more. The name chosen for each piece is derived 
from its shape such as Sipario, Ruota, Pergola and so on, expressed 
in the language where the brand’s headquarter and factory are 
located - Italy.
The Luna product series has evolved from the idea of perfected 
simplicity where the light itself is the main focus of attention – as 
if a flame protected by an elemental glass shelter. Its half-moon 
inspired shape (hence, the name of the product) is realised through 
blown transparent glass and steel finish in polished gold. The light 
source positioned inside the semi-sphere is protected by a frosted 
glass cylinder to smoothen the lighting effect. This beautiful piece 

is available as a pendant light, table and floor lamps.
The Bolla series has been produced as a singular desk light available 
in various finishes, seamlessly combining the solid tubular body 
with the transparent glass shade. With its gentle luminosity and 
directional downlight, Bolla was created to transform the everyday 
desk lamp into an elegant light that expresses a bold statement by 
itself in any interior.
Another interesting fixture is the Strato sculptural table lamp 
that explores the combination of a steel body, perforated metal 
sheet diffuser and a marble base. The lamp inside emits a soft 
deflected light through a mesh casing, creating a fancy effect onto 
the surface. An unexpected use of marble in this almost industrial 
looking product gives it a distinctive detail.
The Sipario series was created as a table or wall light expressing the 
geometrical properties of a square shaped crystal glass plate held 
by a steel base. The light source positioned within the base glows 
all along the perimeter of this compelling decorative product, while 
the frame finished in copper or gold brings a distinguishing touch of 
refinement.
The Oxen range includes various products featuring ceiling, floor, 
pendant, wall and table lights. Its overall design language feels 
familiar and comfortable yet distinctive, which suits luxurious 
lounges, hotels or private residences. The fabrication process is 
realised by Italian master craftsmen where attention to detail and 
manual implementation make every single lamp a unique lighting 
product.
www.oxenluce.com
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The Luna pendant by Oxen (a brand of 
Nexo Luce), is available in suspension, 
floor and table versions. The series centres 
on clean geometric forms with balanced 
visual composition in order to achieve a 
contemporary elegant look. The design 
concept behind the product evolved from 
the idea of perfected simplicity where the 
light itself is the main focus of attention 
– as if a flame protected by an elemental 
glass shield. Its half-moon inspired shape 
is realised through blown transparent glass 
and steel finished in polished gold. The light 
source positioned inside the semi-sphere 
is sheltered by a frosted glass cylinder to 
smooth the lighting effect. The Luna series 
is suitable for both contemporary and 
eclectic interiors. 
www.oxenluce.com
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Secto Design is a Finnish company 
specialised in design lights, handcrafted 
from top-quality local PEFC certified birch 
wood. The demanding work is carried out by 
highly talented local craftsmen in the town 
of Heinola, Finland and the entire lighting 
collection is designed by award-winning 
Finnish Architect Seppo Koho. Finnish 
quality and environmental friendliness are 
among the key values of the company. 
The entire range will be on show during this 
year's Euroluce, including the Octo range 
pictured here. This grand and airy pendant 
is a classic. A magnificent suspension that is 
comfortable also in small spaces due to its 
lightness. 
www.sectodesign.fi
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